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Performance Driven Cartoners - Built for the Future with the Pride of the Past

IMPROVE CARTON SET UP CAPABILITIES

UPGRADE YOUR EXISTING CARTON SET UP ON YOUR CLYBOURN VERTICAL CARTONER
WITH A NEW PMP 3 HEAD ROTARY CARTON FEEDER.

The PMP 3 Head Rotary Upgrade Package will convert your existing Clybourn Vertical from the
single or dual carton suction pipes to an integrated Rotary Carton
Set Up.

FEATURES / BENEFITS

 Eliminates the transfer timing issues that can be found using the dual set
of suction arms

 Eliminates the vacuum adjustments on both the auxiliary suction pipe and
main suction pipe

 Greatly simplifies carton changeovers while reducing changeover time
required as only a single timing adjustment is required

 Significantly reduces numerous wear and maintenance parts such as rod
end linkages, springs, carton set up cams and cam followers, vacuum
valves and valve bushings

 Slows down actual carton set up speed by dividing the set up into three
(3) positions thus providing slower carton opening time resulting in
improved carton set up performance

Example: A cartoner using a PMP 3 Head Rotary running at 90 cartons per
minute will actually set up cartons in each of the (3) three positions at 30 cartons
per minute. This is accomplished due to the multiple suction pipes employed at
30 cartons per minute as compared to the single pipe set up cycling at 90 cartons
per minute

The Rotary Carton Feeders can be installed in your plant along with set up training with minimal interruption.

Optional features include: PMP carton pre open system for difficult cartons- The system actually pulls the carton panels
apart before placing into the carton pockets.
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